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Keefe and Byrnes 
Appear at Rally
Representative Everett Dirksen, 
Republican from Illinois, was the 
main speaker at the Republican 
tally held in the Lawrence College 
Chapel on Tuesday evening, October 
£4 . State senator, Alexander Wiley, 
Representative Keefe and John W. 
Byrnes, candidate for the House of 
Representatives from the 8th Con­
gressional district, also appeared on 
the program.
•Congressman Dirksen, a veteran 
Of 12 years in the House, called for 
the election of Thomas A. Dewey 
and a thorough house cleaning in 
Washington. Stating that we should 
have gotten Stalin’s pledge for the 
freedom of the smaller states of 
Europe “when the tears were fall­
ing.” Dirksen criticized the New 
Deal foreign policy and told his 
listeners that "it is time to change 
horses — it’s time to sweep out.”
John Byrnes, first speaker on the 
program, was introduced by Dean 
Donald M. DuShane, and stated that 
f,The course we have followed is not 
the path that the majority would 
have picked. V .  . This year, we 
a i citizens of .the United States, 
•hall express in no uncertain terms 
that we want a return to the Amer­
ican form of government, a republi­
can form of government, a repre­
sentative form of government.” 
Byrnes stated that he would work 
for ‘‘A reduction of power, authority 
•nd number of federal bureaus at 
the earliest possible moment.”
Senator Wiley devoted most of 
his speech to the denunciation of a 
Circular which was distributed out­
side the chapel, in which his record of voting on defense measures dur­
ing the past few years was criti­
cized. Wiley claimed that by re- 
f pealing the Neutrality Act in 1939. 
Congress “committed an act of war 
in violation of international law, 
when 70 to 90 per cent of the 
American people were against war.” 
Maintaining that he had voted as his 
Conscience had directed Mr. Wiley 
declared, “No man or clique or 
group can tell me how to vote.”
After calling for a Republican 
victory in November, Wiley said, 
"We can survive, if we have to, 
even four more years of bad leader­
ship. . . . Give us four more years 
Of New Dealism with a yes-man 
Congress, and I’m not so sure we’ll 
have a Republic.”
After calling for a government in 
Which the people are the masters, 
not the servants, Senator Wiley 
ended his talk by saying that 
•America is the lighthouse. Pray 




Dr. Paul Russell Anderson, Dean of Lawrence college, has been made a member of the staff of the Amer­
ican Council on Education in Wash­
ington, D. C., effective during his 
leave from Lawrence college for the 
current academic year. Dean Ander­
son will be working on post-war 
problems in higher education, and 
the facilities of the American Coun­
cil on Education will be placed at 
his disposal.
The American Ccmncil on Educa­
tion was organized in 1918 in order 
to help coordinate the educational 
resources of the country. Since that 
time it has expanded its functions, 
and now conducts investigations, 
supports experimental undertakings 
in higher education and serves as a 
center of cooperation for all edu­
cational institutions.
Dean and Mrs. Anderson will 
leave Appleton on Nov. 1. and will 





To Receive Degrees 
In Various Fields
With graduation for the Law­
rence college class of ’45 moved 
forward from next June to this Oc­
tober by the accelerated wartime 
program of the college, many stu­
dents who entered college in Sep­
tember 1941 will receive diplomas 
this coming Sunday. Commence­
ment and baccalaureate services, to 
be held at Lawrence Memorial 
chapel at two o’clock Sunday af­
ternoon, will be combined, as they 
were this year in February, when 
the first class to feel the effects of 
the speeded up program was grad­
uated.
Approximately fifty students are 
expected to receive degrees. De­
grees granted will include the 
Bachelor of Arts, Bachelor of Sci-
Dr. Nathan M. Pusey
Pusey’s Inauguration 
Calls Notables Here
Conant of Harvard, 
Millis of Vermont / 
To Attend Service
When Dr. Nathan M. Pusey is 
formally inaugurated as eleventh 
president of Lawrence college on 
Saturday morning, many local and 
out-of-state colleges will be repre­
sented at the ceremony.
Dr. Kenneth Conant, professor of 
architecture, at Harvard will rep­
resent that university. Dr. John S. 
Millis, former Lawrence dean of 




Lawrence’s V-12 Father and Son 
get together was climaxed last night 
by a banquet at Brokaw Hall. Dav­
id Birkhauser presided as toastmas­
ter. The principal speaker at the 
banquet was Lt. Grant H. Brown, 
who is head of the Ninth Naval 
District V-12 program. Richard San- 
dow spoke for the first classmen. 
An informal reception for first 
classmen, faculty, and Ship’s Com­
pany followed.
The banquet was preceeded by 
a Battalion Inspection and Review 
in the afternoon. Many of the fa­
thers were there to see their sons 
"in action.” Local judges who se­
lected the outstanding platoon were 
as follows: Orville Muenster, Cap­
tain of Company B, Wisconsin State 
Guard; Carl J. Schroeder, member 
of the National American Legion 
judges committee, and Major Aug­
ust A. Arens, inspecting officer of 
the Wisconsin State Guard.
Some of the fathers who stayed 
over slept in the rooms with their 
sons last night. This policy was 
started at the close of last semos- 
ter.
Men who are being transferred 
will be sent to pre-midshipman’s 
school, other V-12 schools, pre-fligh*. 
&nd “tarmac” duty.
of the University of Vermont, will 
be present. Wisconsin colleges will 
be represented by Dr. Edward J. 
Drummond, of Marquette; Dr. Car­
roll L. Hill, president of Milton 
college; Dr. Lucia R. Briggs, of Mil- 
waukee-Downer; Dr. Clark G. 
Kuebler, president of Ripon college; 
the Rev. Peter R. Pritzl, dean of 
St. Norbert's and Dr. William C. 
Hansen, president of Central State 
Teachers College, Stevens Point.
Out of state colleges include Dr. 
Donald J. Cowley, president of 
Carleton College, Minnesota; Dr. 
Samuel N. Steven, Gcinnell College, 
Iowa; Dr. Ernest A. Johnson, Lake 
Forest College, 111.; Dr. Russell D. 
Cole, president of Cornell College, 
Mount Vernon, Iowa.
The program will open with an 
academic processional, with “These 
Things Shall Be” by Seth Bingham, 
played by La Vahn Maesch, college 
organist.
The invocation will then be offer­
ed by John Whittier Darr, professor 
of religion from Wesleyan Univer­
sity, Conn., followed by the singing 
of a hymn. Bishop Schuyler A. 
Garth, Madison, will read an ex­
cerpt from the scripture.
Present Pusey
Dr. Victor L. Butterfield, presi­
dent of Wesleyan University, will 
present the new president of Law­
rence to Mr. Elmer Jennings, presi­
dent of the Lawrence board of 
trustees. Mr. Jennings will then 
make the investiture of and charge 
to President Pusey, who at this 
time will give his inauguration 
speech.
A violin solo, the andante and 
the allegretto non troppo-allegro 
molto vivace movements from Men­
delssohn’s “Concerto in E Minor” 
will be played by George E. Leed- 
ham, accompanied on the piano by 
James W. Ming. Both are members 
of the conservatory faculty.
A hymn will be sung and honor­
ary degrees awarded. Benediction 
will be pronounced by the Rt. Rev. 
Harwood Sturtevant, Episcopal 
Bishop of Fond du Lac. The Reces­
sional music will be “Fanfare” by 
Leo Sowerby, played again by Mr. 
M.icsth at the orfian.
A reception will be held at the 
president’s house during the after­
noon.





Thomas Dietrich has been ap­
pointed instructor in art at Law­
rence college for the current school 
year. President Nathan M. Pusey 
recently announced.
Dietrich, a gladuate of Appleton 
high school, attended the experi­
mental college at the University of 
Wisconsin and later studied at the 
Cincinnati Art Academy and the 
Minneapolis School of Art. In 1938 
he was a fellow on the Tiffany 
Foundation at Oyster Bay, Long 
Island.
Among the many exhibitions of 
national character which have dis­
played Dietrich’s paintings are the 
International Water Color Exhibit 
held in Chicago at the Art Insti­
tute, the Philadelphia Water Color 
Exhibition, the Annual Exhibition 
of American Art, Cincinnati Mu­
seum and the Friends of American 
Art, Grand Rapids. Mich. His wTork 
was also shown at the Forty-eight 
States Mural Exhibition held at the 
Corcoran Gallery, Washington, D.
C. Since 1936 he has exhibited reg­
ularly at the Wisconsin Painters and 
Sculptors show in Milwaukee and 
the Wisconsin Salon of Art, Univer­
sity of Wisconsin. In the fall of
1943, Dietrich was invited to par­
ticipate in the American Water Col­
ors of Today exhibit sponsored by 
the Toledo Museum of Art.
In 1940 Dietrich was awarded the 
Madison Art association purchase 
prize for oil painting at the Wiscon­
sin Salon exhibition, and in 1941 
received the Tuthill Purchase Prize 
at the International Water Color 
show. In 1943 his work was honor­
ed in the Wisconsin Painters and 
Sculptor’s exhibit when he was 
granted the Milwaukee - Journal 
purchase prize.
Dietrich has also won recognition 
as a mural painter. In 1940. as the 
rp?ult of a national competition 
sponsored by the United States 
Treasury department, he was com­
missioned to paint a mural for the 
S.S. VanBuren.
For several years Dietrich has 
held one man exhibits at Lawrence 
college, the Oshkosh Museum and 
other valley cities as well as towns 
in southern Wisconsin and Illinois. 
His work at Lawrence will consist 
of instruction in practical art for 
beginners and advanced students 
and will include the directorship of 
the Hobby Workshop and the man­
agement of all college art exhibits.
ence, Bachelor of Music, and Mas­
ter of Arts in Education. Several 
Master of Science degrees will be 
conferred on students of the Insti­
tute of Paper Chemistry.
La Vahn Maesch, organist, will 
play for the academic processional 
and recessional. Miss Muriel Engel« 
land and Mrs. Barbara Webster, of 
the conservatory faculty will par­
ticipate in the musical portion of 
the program. The invocation wrill 
be offered by Dr. Thomas Kepler, 
professor of Bible and religion.
Principal speaker will be John 
Whittier Darr professor of religion 
and college pastor from Wesleyan 
University, Conn. Professor Darr# 
who will also participate in the in ­
auguration ceremony for President 
Nathan Pusey on Saturday, is wide­
ly known as a speaker. A graduate 
of Union Theological Seminary in 
New York City, he has had a va­
riety of experience in many parts of 
the country, including Scripps col­
lege. California, as well as work in 
New York’s east side.
Below is ihe list of students who 
are to graduate:
Master of Arts in Education: John 
Russell Mook and Brass well Young 
Oliver.
Bachelor of Arts: Marian Gay A l­
tenhofen, Nancy Louise Bickle, 
Gervase Charles Blick, Frances Lat- 
tin Brocker, Jane Alice Brown, 
Margaret Bryant, Jeanne Lois 
Burke, Jeanne Salzer Campbell. 
Norma Evelyn Crow, Marjorie Ann 
Day, Margery Evelyn Dixon, Ar­
lene Velma Eidt, Betty Lou Elwers, 
Nancy Jean Fischer, Dellora Ber­
nice Framberg, Jacqueline Kay 
Fraser, Patricia Ann Geraldson, 
Gloria Mildred Harmann. Mary 
Jean Hawes, Robert John Hlavacek, 
Barbara Katherine Hobbs. Margar­
et Marilyn Klein. Robert Earl Loft- 
us.
Georgiana Muriel Moore, Mary 
Kathryn Murray, Edward Quincy 
Nye, Margaret Puth, Lois Rose 
Rauschenberger, Margaret Rogers, 
Charles Everett Roliins, Barbara 
Jane Rosebush, Howrerde Edw in ' 
Säuberlich, Elizabeth Jaye Schoff, 
Jean Elizabeth Watson. William 
Frederick Wilke, Jr.. Carole Jeanne 
Witthuhn and Marilyn Ruth Wy­
att.
Bachelor of Science: Richard A l­
len Gaeth, Arnold John VanHengel, 
Don Erwin Zentner, Frances Shaw 
Russell and David William Stelsel.
Bachelor of Music: Marquerite 
Ann Brown. Phyllis Caroline Her­
old, Audrey Alice Keller, Patricia 
Marie Quay. Mary Anne Schiller 
and Dorothy Jean Weber.










Miss Engelland, Mrs. Webster 
On the Steppe—A. Gretchaninotl 
Lullaby—Cyril Scott 
Sanctuary—Frank La Forge 
Conferring of Degrees 
Bachelor of Music 
Bachelor of Science 
Bachelor of Arts 
M. A. in Education 
Hymn—Duke Street J. Hatton 
Benediction pronounced by Dr. Kep­
ler
Recessional LaVahn Maesch
Praise to the Lord, the Almighty— 
Martin Shaw
Notice
Anyone wishing to work on 
next semester’s Lawrentian as 
spirts editor, feature writer, 
headline writer, art editor, mu­
sic editor or reporter contact 
Dave Brooker at Quad II or in 
the Lawrentian office.
John White Resigns
John F. White, admissions coun­
selor and representative of Law­
rence in the Chicago area, has re­
signed as of Nov. 6 to accept a po­
sition as director of admissions at 
the Illinois Institute of Technology, 
Chicago.
White graduated in 1941 from 
Lawrence and has been on tfae col­
lege staff since that time. During 
his undergraduate days he was ed­
itor of the Lawrentian, president of 
the student bdoy, and a member of 
Delta Tau Delta.
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Bryant, DeYoung, Morgan, 
Robie Get Honors on Class Day
FAMED SOPRANO— Five members of Sigma Alpha lota, musical sorority, met Miss 
Dorothy Moynor at the train when she arrived in Appleton for her concert recently. Those 
present, were, left to right: Lois Wilson, Doris Quentmeyer, Jean Kolacek, Miss Mayn<?r, 
Dorothy Weber and Rito Schlinger.
In Recent Book
Viw Architecture and City Plan
ninjc. a .symposium edited by Paul 
Zucker, contains an article co-writ- 
ten by A. Lawrence Kucher and 
Mr. Howard Dcarstyne, resident ar 
thitect of I^awrence. The article is 
entitled, "The Architectural C< nter, 
An Organization To Coordinate 
liuil'Mi.^ ¿(«.-search. Planning, Oe- 
usn *nd Construction."
The book is the most recent on 
{he subject of Architecture and in­
cludes the work of America's most 
i mment figures in the field. Among 
tho^ «- represented arc the folluw- 
in«: Georjce Nelson, co-mana^ing 
r<ditor of liie  Architectural Forum; 
Siftfricd Uiedion, Henry Vincent 
Hubbard, Ely Jacques Kahn, and G 
Donald Kennedy.
riie symposium represents realic- 
l»c suggestions for the future of ar- 
rhitecture and city planning by the 
leading experts in the United States. 
The usual utopian and fantastic 
kchcmes, so frequently presented by 
popular magazines, are not includ­
ed in this publication. Each con­
tributor approaches his problem 
an the basis of professional exper­
ience and ties his vision for the tu- 
iure to factual research.
Mr. Dcarstyn''. who has had sev­
eral other articles published in ar­
chitectural magazines, will leave 
l<awrcnce very shortly to accept a 





Featured in the library this week 
have been pictures of Lawrence's 
eleven presidents. The display has 
included a photograph of William 
Harkness Si.mpson, who was the 
first principal of Lawrence Univer­
sity and who was the executive 
im m  184f* to 1853.
Ijiwrcnre students are probably 
very familiar with the later office­
holders: Samuel Plantz, president 
f liu>l 1924; Henry Merritt
Wriston, 1925-19.17. Thomas Nichola 
Barrows, 1937-1943; and. of course, 
the present executive, Nathan 
Marsh Pusey.
The exhibit was planned in honor 
cf President Pusey’s inauguration, 
which will be held Saturday. Octob- 
ri 28. at the Ijiwrence Chapel.
Attendants at the New York 
Aquarium employ electric eels to 
reform the aquarium cats when 
they make passes at fish instead of 
tending strictly to their mice. The 
curious cat is allowed to play with 
an electric eel. One touch of the 
paw is enough; the cat picks him­
self up off the floor a reformed 
character. Newsweek
A hillbilly had been courting a 
mountain gal. At last her father 
spoke up; “You've been seeing Nel­
lie for nigh onto a year. What are
Jour intentions—honorable or dis- onorable?”
T i^e startled young blood replied: 
**Yo» mean I got a choice?"
Harry Hershlield
This planning of a modern church 
is a difficult problem. The func­
tional requirements include the 
main church auditorium, a small 
chapel, a series of Sunday school 
rooms, a large room to serve as a 
gymnasium and for church suppers 
and a bell tower for the Presby­
terian church’s carillon of thirty 
bells.
But in addition, a church must 
have a spiritual character. To most 
people a church means a mighty 
Gothic structure highly ornamented. 
This was right for the people of the 
middle ages. But, just as their 
church architecture grew out of the 
character of their times, our church 
architecture should grow out of 
the simple, functional spirit of 
modem times.
A church should not look like a 
factory. The religious idea is in­
corporated into modem church 
architecture by high vertical line 
and by simple Christian murals, 
stained glass windows or etched 
glass altar painting. One plan has 
a wigwam silhouette and one a 
domed interior. But much of the re­
ligious association will have to be 
gained gradually as people get used 
to this new type of church shown 
in the library exhibit
To demonstrate how liltle atten­
tion people pay to actual words, 
a hostess said smilingly as she 
passed the cakes at a tea:
“These green ones arc colored 
with Paris green, the pink have 
strychnine In them.” Every guest 
unconcernedly took a cake and 
thanked her. Gladys Berchers
Name Ed Abell 
Managing Editor 
Of Lawrentian
Ed Abell, a junior student, was 
chosen managing editor of the 
Lawrentian at a board of control 
meeting held last Monday in Mr. 
Watts' office. Ed will replace Bob 
Morgan who left recently to enter 
the armed forces. At the same time 
Faith Nelson was chosen typist for 
the editorial staff to replace Ar­
lene Eidt who \ ill be graduated.
Ed has written a column for the 
Lawrentian for the past two semes­
ters and has also served as editor 
of the Jackpot* campus literary 
magazine. He also plays half-back 
on the Viking football team. Ed 
represents the independent men on 
the executive committee and was 
homecoming chairman this semes­
ter. He transferred from Colgate 
university two years ago.
Faith is a member of Kappa Al­
pha Theta sorority and of the Ger­
man club. She lias served on the 
Lawrentian staff as feature writer.
Awards to outstanding students 
were announced by President Na­
than M. Pusey at the last convoca­
tion of the current semester, Thurs­
day, October 17th. The convocation 
consisted of the usual class day pro­
gram and featured the enactment of 
the senior class prophecy written by 
Margaret Puth. The prophecy was 
centered around a meeting of an af­
ternoon bridge club in the mythical 
future, where members of this 
year’s graduating class discussed 
the careers of their former col­
leagues. The following students as­
sisted Margaret in the preparation 
and presentation of the skit: Jeanne 
Burke, Norma Crow, Gloria Har- 
mann, Margaret Rogers, Barbara 
Rosebush, Jean Watson and Carol 
Witthuhn.
Mardi Bryant, a member of Del­
ta Gamma sorority, was awarded 
the Spector cup as the senior whose 
lualities, both intellectual and mor­
al, best exemplify the ideal student. 
Mardi has been active in dramatics 
and served as president of Sunset 
during the past year.
The Juryor spade went to Virginia 
Robie, who was chosen by members 
of the senior class as the outstanding 
junior woman. Virginia is president 
of Pi Beta Phi sorority, historian of 
Mortar Board, president of L.W.A. 
and a member of Phi Sigma Iota 
and French club. Tom DeYoung, a 
member of the V-12 unit, received 
the Iden Charles Champion cup for 
“the best all-around college man’’ 
on the basis of athletic ability, 
scholarship, college spirit and loy­
alty. Tom also won the De Boy Ellis 
placque for having won the most 
points in track.
Bob Morgan received the Fairfield 
Prize scholarship, a gift of O thj 
Pearre Fairfield, awarded to a 
member of the junior class showing 
great promise of distinguished ser­
vice in the promotion of human 
progress.
The Lewis prize, founded in 1865 
by Governor J  T. Lewis for the 
senior whose full college record is 
most excellent, will be awarded to­
day, following a special meeting ol 
the faculty and administration.
Margaret Puth was awarded the 
Hicks prize in poetry for her poem 
entitled "Shades of Old Main’’. This 
literary contest was sponsored by 
the English department Margaret 
has served as co-editor of the Law« 
rentian during the past year and aa 
associate editor of the Jackpot, 
campus literary magazine, for the 
past two semesters. She is past vice- 
president of Pi Beta Phi sorority, 
former Hamar Union chairman, and 
vice-president of Mortar Board. She 
has represented her sorority on the 
executive committee for two terms.
The Tichenor prize in English lit­
erature was divided equally be­
tween Jaye Schoff and Norma Crow. 
Both Jaye and Norma are members 
of Mortar Board and Phi Beta Kap­
pa. Norma is past president of L.W. 
A. and has been co-editor of the 
Lawrentian for the past year. She is 
also a member of Eta Sigma Phi, 
French club. A Cappella choir and 
is past treasurer of Pi Beta Phi. Jaye 
has been active in forsenics and de­
bate and is a member of Kappa Al­
pha Theta and International Re­
lations Club.
Walter Brunhumer, a navy man, 
was awarded the Latin League 
prize for excellence in advanced 
Latin.
The wife of the poet Louis Un- 
termeyer delights in telling this 
about her talented spou&e:
“We went to a costume party one 
night. Louis was looking his silliest 
in a paper hat, tooting a horn for 
nobody’s particular benefit when 
a young college girl walked up to 
him, looked him up and down and 
turned on her heel with: “Huh! 
And you’re Required Reading.* 
Neal O’Hara
Fete Senior Students 
At Banquet Tonight
Senior students will be feted by 
the administration at Hlverview 
Country club this evening at a fare­
well party before graduation. The 
banquet will be served at 6:30. and 
transportation is being provided by 
the college. Members of the adminia- ' 
tration will attend.
Entertainment for the affair it  ■ 
being handled by Mardi Bryant, as­
sisted by Nancy Fischer, Kay Mur- jg 
ray and Magie Rogers. Officers of 
the graduating class are Ed Nye and 
Jeanne Burke, who served as presi* 




INVEST IN WAR BONDS
Plumbing and 
Heating Supplies
W. S. PATTERSON Co.
O pt& U y **
*  FINE TOILETRIES FOR utM
REVEILLE TRIO—Ait«?» 
Ik a v t  Lotioa. Balanced 
Talcum and Fla* Hair 
Dr » M in g ,  la red. whit* and 
bln# containers.......... 12.50
SHAVING «OWL — 
Burgundy Bowl, with 
lira-lock brush bold«« 
cover. Mad* to lit a 
m b 'i  h a n d .„S 1 5 0  
¿0
Heartiest Congratulations 
to the Class of 1944
APPLETON  
RIDING CLUB
1112 S. Oneida St. Phone 517
BOMBARDIER DUO—Shav­
ing Bawl and choice of 
Talcum or Aft«r*8hava
ARISTOCRAT TRIO — 
Alter-Shave Lotioa, Talcum 
9 «u| riaa Half
Dressing or Smooth Sbava
..... ...............hm
Here or« toiletries men really ap>
{»retiate — reasonably priced, but usurious in quality, practical, dis* 
‘ tinctively packaged tor MEN.
NORTHWOODS FRAGRANCE
is strictly a man's fragrance, as fresh 
and invigorating as an early spring 
morning in the north woods.
PACKAGED
fat sturdy screw-top leak-proof con­
tainers to make them practical for 
traveling as well as for home use.
TBS' rWE BOA?—Three Mg 
bars. Bwydy esd G old1 
___________J1.00
PETTIBONE’S
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In the Doghouse
We have griped and grumbled





ta îÀe S mùvu
We've supplied you through your college
t
years with every type of athletic equip­
ment. We hope that you will always 






AT FRATERNITY DINNER— Pictured above are some of the members of the Lawrence 
college chapter of Sigma Phi Epsilon and their guests who were entertained at a dinner Sat­
urday evening ot Riverview Country club. Seated in the two chairs, left to right, are Mr. 
and Mrs. Ralph J. Watts; while the girls seated and standing between them, left to right, 
ore Miss Jean Watson, Miss Margaret Puth, and Miss Janet Rike. The three V-12 sailors, 
left to right, are Bill Newmeyer, retiring Sig Ep president; David Brooker, editor of the Law- 
rention for the coming semester; ond Don Palmer, newly elected president of the student body 
and new chapter president.
Fag Shortage 3 Platoons 
Draws Ire | Tie for First
Of Customers
During the past two weeks Law- 
rentians have been faced with two 
great and pressing problems: (1* 
examinations, and (2) the acqui- 
•ition of cigarettes. Exams may 
cause a little trouble, but there is 
always something you can do about 
them. With cigarettes it’s different. 
There is a real problem.
When Charlie complained a few 
«ret'ks ago that he had taken to 
•‘rolling his own," he didn’t realize 
that Ine difficulties had just start­
ed. Back in August and September 
you could at least purchase a pack 
once in a while when the dealers 
had them in stock, but times have 
changed. Each time the dealers get 
in their meager supply of smokes 
they put three packs of Marvels, 
two Spuds and a Raleigh on the 
ihelf and a “We have no Cigarettes” 
sign on the door. The precious few 
Luckies, Camels ana Chesterre'ds 
they acquire are hastily put in the 
back room for special customers.
It's frightful—and disgusting. Un­
less you have a special “in'* with the 
Storekeeper you might as well brace 
yourself for the trying experiences 
ahead. Time after time you will be 
turned down because the dealer is 
out of fags, and time after time you 
will note that the guy who went 
in after you comes out with your 
favorite brand. It just isn’t iair.
When you’re fortunate enough to 
acquire a single pack, you are im­
mediately besieged by a mob of 
“bummers" who hope to profit from 
your good fortune. Since there is 
no better way to lose friends and 
alienate people than by turning 
down their modest request for a 
cigarette, you might as well re­
sign yourself to your fate and be­
come a bummer yourself. That is 
the surest way of getting your 






In the battalion inspection and 
review held yesterday at Whitin;» 
Field three platoons tied for first 
honors. They were the 1st and 3rd 
platoons of Company I and the 2nd 
platoon of Company II. Company 
I's 2nd platoon came closely be­
hind and was followed by platoon 
1 of the 2nd Company. The 3rd pla­
toon of Company IX, of course, came 
in last.
The inspection was very com­
plete, with the field judges doing 
everything but undress the men on 
the spot. The scores of the platoons 
on the inspection ranged from 97 
to 99. This made the drill in the 
review the deciding factor.
With superb leadership, each pla­
toon went through its maneuvers. 
It looked like a six-way tie for 
first place. However, the judges
nad more to say about it. After go- 
,ng into their huddle for a while, 
they passed their decision on the 
Chief Hovland who raced it to the 
patiently waiting trainees. The 
glad news for some and sad news 
for others was soon passed.
Although the judges decided one 
way, the platoons participating 
were very even, with no platoon 
holding a deciding edge. Many of 
the onlookers thought that the 
Ormsby 3rd platoon, which lost the 
contest, should have placed first, 
while others swung their silent 
votes for the other platoons.
Lt. Grant H. Brown, who viewed 
the inspection and review, was very 
well pleased. His comments were 
very favorable to the unit. Lt. Roth- 
well wished the out-going men 
’God speed'*, and then the men 
were dismissed to go on leave.
our way through some three or 
four years of Lawrence life. We 
have sworn consistently that we 
would never shed a tear at leaving 
the old place: indeed, we couldn't 
wait to get out. l*risoners, we call­
ed ourselves, as we thought long­
ingly of the great outside world 
where no one should look askance 
or raise a warnirg finger if we 
chose to order a second or even a 
third or fourth glass of beer. We 
cussed at the rigid smoking rules, 
bemoaned the early hours we were 
expected to keep, hated the judi­
cial board and the procters with a 
venomous hate and vowed that no 
children of ours should ever bo 
sent to a school where they should 
be subjected lo such treatment.
Why has. all this grousing sud­
denly ceased on the part of our 
seniors? It could very well be that 
a feeling of nostalgia has overcome 
them at the thought of leaving 
Lawrence. We have had more than 
our share of good times here, and 
no. amount of griping can dispel 
the memories of strolls down river, 
all-college dances, Mortar Board's 
annual follies, the traditional L. W. 
A. banquet and a hundred other 
events dear to the hearts of all 
Lawrentians.
We shuddered at receiving those 
little pink slips that summoned 
us to the dean's office for tete-a- 
tetes about grades, misbehavior, 
and various other interesting and 
ominous subjects pertinent to col­
lege life. Yet, in our hearts, we 
have always regarded the deans as 
pretty good Joe’s despite our fre­
quently voiced disapproval of their 
actions. We shall never forget the 
sight of our boy Donald ambling 
down the street in below-zero 
weather, wearing gloves but no 
overcoat. We shall always chuckle 
at the memory of Mr. Dewey chas­
ing his wee son Keith across camp­
us with a determined look on his 
face while Keith smiled pleasantly
College life, ponders the cogita- 
tor, what? Is it the frantic and 
feverish perusal of volumes of for­
gotten lore? Shakespeare? Plato? 
Freud? Is it the writing of a paper 
on the heredity of a bean, on Ori­
ental Psychology and the Yoga, or 
on the topic “Sensations Whi’a
And we, the omniscient, smile 
fondly Sage-ward and say no. Def- 
initely no, even. It is rather a kal­
eidoscope of impenetrable myster­
ies. . . should hair be unmerci- 
lously slashed razor-style to follow 
leather-cut trends, or should it be 
allowed to drape itself Veronica 
Lakishly hither and yon? Can the 
blue chambray go another day be­
fore its pilgrimage to the basement 
washtubs? Does the week's budget 
allow for a Thursday rendezvouj 
with Tyrone Power, A Friday en­
counter with a hot caramel sundae, 
and a Saturday bus expedition lo 
Neenah? And is there any possible 
way (is there, really?) of sunning 
one's self without the interference 
of the ant army of occupation? (It 
is a minor comfort to realize that 
the human body is a mountain to 
the average ant. But a vulnerable 
mountain.) This, cogitators, is col­
lege!
and continued to scamper in the op­
posite direction. We'll not forget 
those stimulating arguments with 
financial wizard Watts over the 
relative merits of thrift and" ex-„ 
travagance. What if Mr. Watts did 
always win?
We have memories of other 
Ihings, too- • - • things not suitable 
for publication in the Lawrentian, 
but none the less pleasant for that. 
Remember that long polished table 
in the back room of the campus 
hang-out? ’Nuff said. But. all in 
all. no one will deny that it ha« 
been fun, and we will miss all the 
good times when we find oursehv*» 
holding down a demanding job ui 
the business world.
The wife of an Oregon professor 
attended a Thanksgiving tea given 
in Cambridge, Massachusetts by 
the Harvard Dames. One of the 
Back Bayers approached her and 
inquired politely where she was 
from. When the professor’s wife 
answered, “Oregon’’, the Bostonian 
smiled 1 indly and said, “Oh," then 




Frank Scherschel, noted photog­
rapher and war correspondent and 
brother of Joe Scherschel. V-12 
student, spent several days on the 
Lawrence campus this week, dur­
ing which time he took many snap­
shots of Navy activities about the 
campus.
Scherschel, one of the outstand­
ing photographers in the country, 
has worked for Fortune, Life and 
Time magazines. Included in his 
war adventures and duties was the 
covering of the invasion of France 
during the past summer.
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The Editor Speaks
With the graduation of the seniors of 1944, the Lawrentian 
*oses its co-editors, and the management of the paper falls 
into new hands. During the past year, the Lawrentian has 
been capably handled and has done a fine job, from the news­
man's point of view, in spite of criticisms to the contrary which 
have circulated about the campus from time to time.
As in the past year, last year's Lawrentian received first 
class honor rating by the Associated Collegiate Press. The 
paper was judged on all aspects of journalism, including news 
coverage, writing, editing, headlines, make-up typography and 
special features. Your new staff will strive to continue the 
good work done in the past, and hopes to develop new ideas 
which will make the Lawrentian still better, still more repre­
sentative of the Lawrence student body.
It will be the policy of the Lawrentian to give the students 
a true picture of the facts. News stories will not be colored 
by personal opinions, but will present both sides of every issue 
in a purely unbiased fashion. This does not necessarily mean 
that your editor or the feature writers will not be free to express 
their opinions in their writings. While we will insist that news 
stories be treated as such, we will feel perfectly free to express 
our own views in the proper place according to the accepted 
journalistic practices.
This is your paper. You ore entitled to have a hand in what 
oppears in it. All contributions from the students, whether 
they are on the staff or not, will be appreciated.
— Dave Brooker
May nor Tells 
Co-Editors 
About Career
By Margaret Puth and 
Norma Crow
Charm and graciousness, which 
characterize Miss Dorothy Maynor, 
were not limited to her audience 
when the soprano sang at the Artist 
Series concert, Friday, October 13. 
She was equally courteous i.nd re­
sponsive at an interview conducted 
by the Lawrentian co-editors fol­
lowing the program.
When asked if she had always 
planned to be a singer, she replied 
that she embraced singing as a ca­
reer solely by accident. “I Intend­
ed to go into home economics or 
dress designing," she continued, 
“but the choir director at Westmin­
ster college in Princeton insisted 
that I become a singer.” She added 
that she was always interested in 
athletics, particularly tennis and 
field hockey.
Although Miss Maynor did not 
hrfve an opportunity to visit Apple­
ton’s sccnic spots the day of the 
concert, she anticipated enjoying 
the colorful foliage during the rest 
of her stay. She remarked about 
the beauty of the city and added 
that she had spent the entire day 
preceding the concert practising in! 
her room. This, she said, she al-, 
ways does before performing.
“Practicing.” she added, "is not, 
tiring work to me. 1 enjoy it, and 
the day always ends too soon to 
suit me. I read a great deal when 
I am not practicing.”
Miss Maynor wore a gown of 
Chartreuse wool crepe with se- 
quinod bands of rose and dark 
green. She presented a very strik­
ing appearance with a sparkling t i­
ara in her dark hair. Her stately 
carriage belied her shortness, and 
your reporters were very much sur­
prised to find that Miss Maynor’s 
height Is under four feet.
"I like to sing before college au­
diences,” Miss Maynor remarked in 
closing the interview. “It always
SoThey Say-
THE COMING ELECTION
With the approach of the coming election, once more the 
people of Wisconsin and the rest of the nation are faced with 
the problem of choosing the men who ore to direct their gov­
ernment in the next few years.
While most of the students at Lawrence are under the legal 
voting age, nonetheless they can exert a great deal of influ­
ence on parents and friends who are able to take a more ac­
tive part in the choosing of their representatives.
The issues before us in this election are perhaps the most 
vital that this nation has faced in its long and glorious history.
The final prosecution of the war, and even more important, 
the establishment of a workable and lasting peace, will be the 
gigantic problems which the men we choose to run our govern­
ment on November 7th will have to face.
As always in a political campaign, the facts are clouded by 
the campaign oiatory which each candidate hurls about in his 
efforts to win the popular vote of the people. It is essential 
that we look at both sides of the question, weigh its values and 
its detriments, and then make our decision. This is no place
for haste. Voting, even in ordinary times, is a difficult job brings* back my own college days 
which few Americans perform with a clear conception of the ! to me.” 
issues and problems at hand. In this time of crisis, it is vital |
that each and every voter face the problem squarely and vote f  £ f \ / o f * f )  O l l l A / P / f  
in such a manner that he will give this notion intelligent,] w f  * I  !✓ !  f  Vlr
straightforward and fearless government. I
We ask you, as prospective voters, to study the issues of O G G 5  l \ f O n Z 6 l ^
this campaign carefully and in detail. You will be the lead- •  • •  • ~
ers of tomorrow, and the best leaders of the future will be y ISiiS V*0/71 DUS
those who were the best students of the past. ;By Dave Brooker
LaVern R. Dilweg, Democratic 
candidate for re-election to the 
House of Representatives from the 
8th Congressional district, visited 
the Lawrence college campus on 
Friday. October 20. During his visit 
here, Mr. Dilweg renewed several 
old «acquaintances, including his 
friendship with Lieut. Commander 
J. J. Kronzer.
Mr. Dilweg and Dr. Kronzer were 
fonner schoolmates and fraternity 
brothers in the Alpha Gamma Phi 
fraternity at Marquette university.
Congressman Dilweg was out­
standing in campus affairs at Mar­
quette, and in 1927 he was an All- 
American end on the Marquette 
football team. After playing for the 
All-East team which played in the 
first East-West game at San Fran­
cisco in 1927, Mr. Dilweg was gradu­
ated that year with a law degree. 
Both Mr. Dilweg and Dr. Kronzer 
were close friends of movie actor 
Pat O’Brien while attending Mar­
quette university.
Mr. Dilweg is well known to 
football fans, having played out­
standing football for the Green Bay 
Packers from 1927 to 1934. In addi­
tion to his gridiron achievements, 
Mr. Dihvcg lias practiced law suc­
cessfully in Green Bay for many 
years.
Representative Dilweg is married 
to Eleanor Coleman, former cham­
pion Olympic swimmer. The couple 
have four children. Fleeted to the 
House of Representatives in 1942, 
Mr. Dilweg has served the nation 
capably on the Committee on Bank­
ing and Currency and has boen an 
ardent supporter of Roosevelt, 
backing the President completely 
in his foreign policies.
Sam Rayburn, Democrat from 
Texas and Speaker of the House, 
says of Congressman Dilweg — “I 
I write to say to you that your part 
Da\c Brook, r as a Representative from your state 
has bet n intelligent, patriotic and 
outstanding. . . .  I congratulate you 
on your splendid record and thank 
you for your cooperation. You have 




I ’m a typical Lawrence coed in 
that I haven't had more than five 
hours sleep a night since I got here. 
Then, yesterday, I decided to rest 
during the afternoon. I nad only 
eight pages of German to translate, 
a chapter of psych and three back 
analyt assignments, but when I tried 
to read, the words did a conga be­
fore my eyes. I couldn’t concentrate; 
my thoughts kept wandering off to 
how little sleep I  had been getting 
lately. I  couldn't resist, and five 
minutes later I was snoring peace­
fully on my pillow.
“Hey, are you asleep?” A rough 
hand shook me.
“Oh, no,” I muttered. “I always 
study this way.”
For half an hour I tried to stay
We have griped for two se­
mesters on the evils of various 
phases of campus thought, life and 
activities, desire today to speak up­
on one of the most disgusting prac­
tices Lawrence women indulge in. 
It is nothing new . . .  it has been 
going on as long as the present sen­
iors can remember, and longer. But 
it comes up now for three reasons. 
First, certain of us have now seen 
this happen to three, four, five class­
es of freshmen woman; it has hap­
pened to some of us personally. Sec­
ond ,the ugly head of this Franken­
stein of Lawrence has loomed vip 
within the last week in its most ter­
rifying form.
Lastly, a feature in
went about gladening the hearts of 
the coeds. He was severely repri­
manded by the less popular second 
term trainees. Soon new boots ar­
rived, and among them another 
boot with a face and a line greatly 
superior to any others, and he 
promptly became the object of the 
maidens’ affections. Again the old­
er men took the young one aside to 
be “told off,” and . .». please note 
. . . foremost among them was 
the boot who had been so popular 
the semester before.
It has long been the custom of 
Lawrence men to rush the freshman 
girls . . which practice embitters 
the upperclasswomen no end. They 
are quite justified in feeling thus; 
we are not condemning them for 
that, for we are listed among the 
upperclasa. But we object strenu- 
the student ou*lJr *° lhr methods they employ
paper of Minot State Teachers col­
lege expressed a similar problem in 
a most satisfying manner recently. 
The story is told of a handsome boot
to renew their own popi/iarity.
The chances are about ten to one 
that the person who slaps you on ; 
the back is trying to make vou 
who. his first term at the school cough up something. Olin Miller
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Nearby was the food table, pre­
sided over by Mrs. Herbert Cun­
ningham. .ill in white, and filled 
Evelyn Erickson, Mildred Elwer*. Betty Elwtrs. Pat Geraldxon, Ma'r^ A nn 'Hammers'- , with luscious caskcs and cookies, 
ley, Mary llaugen. Dick Laursen. Mary Ann Prescott. Jean Watson. 1 Boston Herald
Seniors to Face 
Cold and Cruel 
World Very Soon
k*Y MARGY DIXON
Well’ it won’t be long now, kids. 
Ih a few days we’ll be out facing the 
big, cruel world! Our secure, shel­
tered life will be over and we'll 
have to start living on our owti in- 
cpmes. If we’re typical seniors, and 
no doubt we are, W'e’re probably 
telling ourselves we’d do things a 
lot differently if we had it all to 
do over again. Yes, we’d all have 
taken those courses which rounded 
very interesting but much too hard, 
and we’d all have done our outside 
leading and handed our term papers 
in at least a month ahead of time 
and, of course, we’d all have been 
i ’hi Betes!! But somehow, I guess 
we've all learned quite a bit in 
r.pite of it. Remember when we 
were all freshmen? 'Nuff said. Yes, 
I guess we’ve done pretty well and 
most of us feel prepared to take 
our place with the rest of the alum­
ni world, and to get along on all the 
things we’ve learned in classes and 
out during our college years.
I imagine most of us are rather 
filled with mixed emotions at just 
about this time. It w’as a wonder­
ful feeling to go into that last exam 
and say, with a sigh of relied, "This 
is the last exam I'll ever have to 
take for the rest of my natural 
born days!” But then, too, leaving 
means a lot more than that. It 
means giving up saddle shoes and 
sloppy sweaters and carefree chat­
ter and that wonderful no-responsi­
bilities feeling. It means leaving a 
lot of wonderful friendships, and 
the good times we’ve had every 
single day, exams or no exams, trou­
bles «or no troubles. It means- 
well, it just means leaving. That in 
itself is enough to make each one 
of us feel pretty nostalgic and 
start looking forward already to 
that 1960 reunion we’ve been talk­
ing about. So, see you then, kids, 
and meanwhile, good luck and 
pleasant memories, and don't forget 
to bring your young’uns!
. . . and p. s.. . , Write once in 
a while, will ya’?
awake long enough to answer math 
questions, then the intruder disap* 
peared and I dozed off again.
Wham! The door banged again. 
"What are you doing this after­
noon?"
"Writing a love letter to my Aunt 
Minnie,” I replied, resisting an im­
pulse to strangle my two visitors. 
It occurred to them, finally, that 1 
was trying to sleep; so they pull­
ed down the window shade, ad­
justed the blankets and tucked me 
in, spending fifteen minutes in use­
less fluttering around to be sure 
I was comfortable. They departed 
at last, promising to wake me up for 
dinner.
"No!” I shrieked to the disappear­
ing backs. "Let me sleep.”
Ah, sleep, peaceful sleep! I drift­
ed lazily from one sweet dream to 
another. Visions of completed home­
work and V-12 men begging for 
dates danced through my empty 
head.
It seemed to me that I had just 
gone to sleep, when suddenly I was 
shaken again. “It’s four o’clock. You 
should get up now.”
“My knife!’’ I thought desperately. 
"Where’s my knife?” But she was 
gone before I had a chance to mur­
der her. I rolled over and soon was 
snoring louder than ever.
"It’s four thirty.” The other one 
this time! It was no use. I drag­
ged myself out of the bed and start­
ed dressing. Dinner was horrible. 
My eyes were half closed all the 
time so that I couldn’t see what 1 
was eating. I kept stabbing myseli 
with the fork because I couldn’t 
find my mouth. It was hard to wait 
for the moment when I could again 
sink upon that soft mattress. But it 
finally came, and I  looked forward 
to long hours of uninterrupted 
slumber.
But no! Not only were my friends 
all determined that I should die of 
exhaustion, but the faculty or ad­
ministration or whoever plots the 
fate of Sage girls, they, too conspir­
ed against me. Fire drill at eleven 
thirty! Pull the shades up! Turn 
on the lights! Put on a coat and 
shoes! Wrap a wet towel around 
your head! And report to youf 
counselor. I staggered out with th# 
others.
Today, everyone looked with sur­
prise at the bags under my eyes. 
With all the sleep I had yesterday, 
they should have disappeared! Oh, 
the irony of it all!
P. S. Now that this d--- thing is
written, I can go to bed!
I
1
Former Vice-president Garner 
had lost a $10 bet on a Washing­
ton baseball game and the winner 
asked him to autograph the bill. 
" I’m giving it to my grandson for a 
souvenir,” he explained. "He wants 
to frame it and hang it in his 
room.”
"You mean the money’s not go­
ing to be spent?” asked the Texan,
“That’s right.”
“Well.’* said Garner, “then I'll 
just write a check!”
Milwaukee Journal
w
"I just thought I'd tack this above the bors-d’oeuvrea."
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"Art at Lawrence College’’ is the 
theme of the new art exhibit on 
display at the library. It was con­
ceived by Dr. Nathan M. Pusey, 
president of the college, to show all 
the art activities at Lawrence. It 
includes pictures from the rental 
collection, original paintings, and 
student work from the art depart­
ment.
The idea of a college art rental 
collection was originated at Law­
rence and has since spread through­
out the country. The college’s for­
mer president, Dr. Henry Wriston, 
whose wife first thought of this 
innovation, will be visiting here 
this weekend. In the present exhibit 
the best rental pictures will be in ­
cluded.
To show the difference in the 
quality of original paintings 
and reproductions, several origi­
nal pieces of art will be com­
bined with the rental collection. 
Three watercolors and one oil 
sketch by Mr. Tom Dietrich, newly 
appointed art instructor at Law­
rence, will be shown. There is also 
an oil painting sent by Mr. Charles 
H. Worcester, the donor for the arts 
building to be constructed. Original 
watercolors by the famous painters 
Vlaminck and Signac will be in ­
cluded.
Art work done under Mr. Bald- 
inger and Mr. Dearstyne this last 
year makes up the third part of the 
exhibition. Featured from the 
architecture class is Nancy Fischer's 
large scale model of a furnished 
house. She designed and construct­
ed a small scale model, the larger 
one, and the interior decoration for 
it in her honors course.
Architectural models and plans 
from the beginning class are in­
cluded. Among advanced designs 
are plans for a medical clinic, a li­
brary, a college dormitory, and a 
summer lodge.
In the alcove upstairs are four 
paintings by Frances Lattin Brock- 
er illustrating the use of color in 
art. Four paper colleges are also 
taken from the work she did for 
her honors course. Three paintings 
by Barbara Hobbs are in the al­
cove, two of them, showing the ex­
pression of the moods of gloom and 
repose in landscape, taken from her 
honors work. There are three draw­
ings by Bonnie Johnson, in addi­
tion.
The exhibition was selected and 
hung by Mr. Dearstyne and Mr. 
Dietrich. It can be seen in the al­
cove, the stair hall, and the north 
wing of the library.
(¡ipcE
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V-12 Mourning Over Transfer
Student of Bygone Days 
Describes Lawrence Life
Mema>Ual
John Bergstrom, ex '43, killed in 
action Aug. 18, 1944 in France; 
2nd Lt.
Edward Blessman, ex '30, killed 
in action.
Hermit Busy, 1937, killed in air­
plane crash somewhere near 
Comdon, Arkansas, Jan. 20,
1944.
Karl Ek, ex '34. died June 30 
1943, while a prisoner of the 
Japanese.
Robert Everett, 1940, killed in 
plane crash.
Stewart Fox, ex, ’38, reported 
killed in action Feb. 18, 1944 
on Anzio beachhead in Italy.
George Gmeiner, ex '42, killed in 
action June 17, 1943.
Burton Holmes, 1941, died ns the 
result of a motor vehicle acci­
dent in India March 24, 1944.
Sylvester Hopfensperger, ex '42 
killed in action in Pacific — 
word received July 1942.
William Owen, ex ’42, reported 
missing on June 17, 1942—de­
clared dead in September.
Dale Pearce, ex ’45 killed in ac­
tion Jan., '43 in North Africa.
Charles Pruett, ex '42 killed June
10, 1944 when plane crashed 
shortly after taking off from 
Salinas Army Air Base, Sa­
linas. Calif.
Richard Rosebush, 1937, killed in 
plane crash.
Victor Salm, ex '38, killed in ac­
tion, U. S. Coast Guard June 
1943.
Margaret Seip, 1938. killed Aug. 
30. 1943. Women’s Flying Train­
ing Detachment.
Gerald Suszyski, 1941, deceased 
Feb. 8. 1943. spinal meningitis.
Don Woltfrding, 1938. killed in 
action of July 14, 1943 in v i­
cinity of Rendova.
John Edward Woodrich, ex Feb. 
’46. died of wounds received in 
action July 30, in France.
Editor’« Note: The following i* the «fr­
ond installment of a letter written in lH.Vi 
by one of the earliest Lawrence students. 
Subsequent passages will be printed In 
future issues of the paper.
The trip from Oshkosh to Apple­
ton was the most disagreeable part 
of the journey. It was made in 
something that is dignified with the 
name of steamer, but I think one of 
your river tugs infinitely superior 
to any of this class of boats. They 
draw but little water—the one I 
was on but 2 feet. The rivers they 
navigate are so shallow that it is 
impossible for boats of large draft 
to run on them, and it is for this 
reason that they are built with flat 
bottoms, and many of them with 
large stern wheels, which do not 
have so low a dip, I believe, as the 
side-wheel steamers. As I said be­
fore, the trip was extremely dis­
agreeable. The wind on Lake W in­
nebago was quite cold, and the 
doors of the "cabin,” they called it 
so—were stretched wide open and 
some of the windows let down so 
that the wind had a fair sweep 
through the length and breadth of 
the boat. I was fairly sick, having 
liad no dinner—the light piece of 
cake I had eaten not weighing 
more than an ounce, probably, and 
was quite exhausted w’ith my race 
to the depot and back to the boat, 
and you will really imagine that 
the cold wind did not improve my 
condition. But I bore up as well as 
I could, hoping to ’reach Appleton 
in a few hours where I could re­
cruit. It was a long time, however, 
before we arrived at Appleton 
wharf, being about sundown or 7:00. 
Our boat was detained some time 
at a shaol place in the river just 
after Lake Winnebago, in order to 
allow the boat coming down, to 
pass, it being impossible for both to 
pass each other in the channel at 
this point, without running 
aground. And the water was so low 
in the river from its mouth to Men- 
asha that the boat was compelled to 
run at slow speed, for otherwise she 
might be hard aground as not to be 
able to get off.
I saw it was impossible to get my 
trunk sent to the cars, so I called a 
drayman who happened near, sur­
rendered my check, and assisted to 
put my trunk in the dray. I had 
previousely learned in my parley 
with the station keeper that it was 
then time for \he steamer to start, 
it being 2 o’clock or a little after by 
his watch. I saw the steamer had 
not yet started, however, and de­
termined to make an effort to get 
my trunk on the steamer before she 
departed. He said he would, and 
’-'e started off. I running on the 
walk, and he driving his horse at a 
gentle trot. We continued this way 
till I became so tired that I could 
run no longer, when I ran up to the 
dray and jumped on. We soon came 
to the bridge just below the oppo­
site of which the steamer lay. I 
urged the drayman to greater speed, 
but he said there was time enough. 
About half way across the bridge, 
we heard the steamer blow her last 
whistle and. she gave evident signs 
of her intentions to depart imme­
diately. But just as they were pull­
ing in the gang-plank and about 
being acquainted with the Captain, 
casting off the lines, the drayman 
yelled to him to stop, which he did, 
and in a few seconds after I and my 
trunk were safely on board and the 
steamer dropped down the river to 
the railroad wharf, on the other 
side. It was here I had desired to 
have had my trunk sent, but not a 
single car had been sent down as I 
could well see from the boat, ¿he
freight the boat was taking on 
having been in the wharf house 
some 24 hours probably. If I had left 
my trunk at the station and de­
pended on their sending it down to 
the wharf, I should have parted 
company with it and been obliged 
to remain in Oshkosh till the next 
day at 2 o'clock. I cheerfully paid 
the quarter of a dollar to the dray­
man, and considered myself fortu­
nate in getting out of this difficul­
ty in the way I have related.
At Oshkosh, where I should 
have saved a quarter, 1 came with­
in three seconds of losing twelve 
or sixteen shillings, in the attempt 
to save the quarter. On board the 
cars, before arriving at Oshkosh, 
I inquired of the Conductor if a 
car was not being sent down to the 
wharf at Oshkosh with baggage, 
etc., for the boat to take. He said no. 
but suggested that if I chose, I 
might leave my trunk at the sta­
tion, and if a car was sent down, 
my trunk could tie .put in and sent 
with it. At the depot I told the bag­
gageman I wished to have my 
trunk sent down to the wharf in 
ont of the cars that went down. But 
he did not know or did not want to 
know—which I then thought—any­
thing about it, and demanded of 
me whether I had my baggage 
there—I was in the baggage car at 
the time and what I wanted done 
with it. Finding I could get so sat­
isfaction I told him to leave it at 
the depot, and wended my way on 
foot into the city proper, about | 
mile, or as far as from the Mil­
waukee Lake Shore depot to Wis­
consin Street, in your city.
I walked up and down the main 
street to find a place where I 
could get a bit of something to 
eat, and finally went into a confec­
tionary store at the foot of the 
street, near the bridge and the riv­
er. I obtained a piece of cake here 
costing five cents, which composed 
my entire dinner, and was inform­
ed by the proprietor of the store 
that the boat steaming at the wharf 
just below—named the “Menomi­
nee”—was the one going to Apple­
ton that day, and that it was near­
ly two o'clock, her starting time. 
There was a pretty dilemma. My 
trunk was at the depot. I was on 
the other side of the river, half a 
mile away, and the boat was about 
starting. Well, I started for the de­
pot, at a pace somewhat less than j 
that of the locomotive when it 
ran away from us an hour or more 
before, and there found the station- 
keeper busy unloading freight cars. | 
He was as surly as a bulldog. I 
asked him if he was not going to 
send a car to the wharf, but he 
didn’t seem to comprehend me. I 
then told him I had a trunk there 
which I would like to have sent 
down to the wharf for the boat. He 
comprehended now perfectly; he 
wasn’t going to send a car down to 
just carry my trunk—no. not he.
I hadn’t asked him to do that.
I saw it was impossible to get my 
trunk sent to the cars, so I callcd a 
drayman who happened near, sur­
rendered my check, and assisted to 
put my trunk in ihe dray. I had 
previously learned in my parley 
with the station keeper, that 
it was then time for the 
steamer to start, it being 2 o’­
clock or a little after by his watch.
I saw the steamer had not yet start­
ed. however, and determined to 
make an effort to get my trunk on 
the steamer before she departed. He 
said he would, and we started off, I
Capt. Boyden Supiano, ex '43 has 
bombed the# Ploesti oil fields from 
tree-top height and from four miles 
up in the sky and he has won high 
army air force awards for gallantry 
and extraordinary achievement on 
each occasion.
The head bombardier of this vet­
eran B-24 group, now based In 
southern Italy, recently was award­
ed the coveted silver star, just be­
fore his return to the states after 
long overseas service. The Silver 
Star was presented him by Col. 
Hugh P. Rush, Wing Commander, 
for a recent bombing mission over 
the Rumanian oil fields, in which 
Capt. Supiano was lead bombardi­
er for a large formation of 15th Air 
Force B-24’s.
The Wisconsin man was bombar­
dier, too, on one of the B-24's of the 
Continental Air Lines”—as the 
veteran airmen of this group call 
themselves—when the big libera­
tors swept in at tree-top height last 
August 1 from North Africa in the 
publicized daring low-level attack 
against the Ploesti. oil fields and 
refineries. For his part in this dar­
ing mission, he was awarded the 
distinguished flying cross.
Veteran of 50 bombing missions, 
Capt. Supiano also holds the air 
medal with Oak clusters; an Oak 
Leaf cluster to the DFC; and the 
Purple Heart.
After graduation from Washing­
ton Park high school in 1939. he at­
tended Lawrence college for two 
and a half years, majoring in eco­
nomics. He entered the army at 
Milwaukee, Wis., on March 30, 1942, 
received his Bombardier’s wings on 
Nov. 21, 1942, at Williams Field, 
Ariz.
His first mission was last July 
against a German airfield in Sicily, 
and his 50th was over Ploesti.
So They Say-
Those of us who can remember 
with fondness a past presidential 
campaign in which the issue in  
question was "Who is the College?”, 
must now smile passively and try 
to digest the periodical "We Are 
Going to Lawrence”.
A minority of these old timers 
have come to realize that the afore- 
stated question has now been al- 
tered to "Where is the College?”; 
and that the answer is equally in­
capable of digestion. Or is it im­
pertinent for the lowly student to 
make such elemental query?
About the only remnants of what 
used to be Lawrence are the Hal­
lowed Elms and the Ivy on tho 
wall. Even these traditional trade­
marks of higher knowledge havo 
begun to wilt as a result of the 
fumes emitted by our knowledge 
factory. It is natural to expect cer­
tain alterations in curricula and 
faculty as a result of war conditions. 
However, while it is seemingly un- 
apparent to the faculty and admin­
istration, our dear old alma mater 
has lost the very essence of scholas­
tic value. Not only is it the popular 
vogue to “Turn out” hermetically 
sealed stuffed shirts containing the 
maximum of canned knowledge un­
der the maximum of pressure, but 
to accelerate the assembly line to 
wreckless rapidity. To be sure, the 
profs always have the standard 
come-back containing the choice 
words, “individual initiative”, but 
if the student is to be self-taught 
let us all (as Frank Lloyd suggest-» 
ed) return to the “fields and for­
ests”. Why must the learning which 
we are to cherish for a lifetime be 
compressed to the point of negative 
value?
It is indeed generous that we are 
allowed a brief intermission after 
our grueling exams to lick our 
wounds and drink ourselves into 
the proper stupor for our return to 
the assembly line.
running on the walk, and he driv­
ing his horse at a gentle trot.
We continued this way till I be­
came so tired that I could run no 
longer, when I ran up to the dray 
and jumped on. We soon came to 
the bridge just below the opposite 
of which the steamer lay. I urged 
the drayman to greater speed, but 
he said there was time enough. 
About half way across the bridge, 
we heard the steamer blow her last 
whistle and, she gave evident sighs 
of her intentions to depart im­
mediately. But just as they were 
pulling in the gang-plank and 
about casting off the lines, the 
drayman being acquainted with the 
Captain, yelled to him to stop, 
which he did, and in a few seconds 
after I and my trunk were safely 
on board and the steamer dropped 
down the river to the railroad 
wharf, on the other side.
They say . . . He’s as conceited as 
a fellow who starts to work on a 




Thermometer, the melodramatic 
mouse, wept an atomic tear and 
sobbed: “Parting is such sweet sor­
row! What will Main Hall do with­
out a wind-sock? Who will tell 
Dean DuShane when to put on his 
mythological overcoat? What w ill 
Lawrence college do w i t h o u t  
Whether Man?”
“Don't be ridiculous,'' quoth Hu­
midity, the spider, hiding his grief 
with grouchiness. “Winter weather 
is unpredictable anyhow. Besides, 
W. M. is leaving his Dr. Sloan's A l­
manac in the custody of Miss Tarr, 
and she has promised to put it on 
reserve in the library.**
“Stop rationalizing, dammit," 
yowled Forecast, the feline. “Our 
loss is someone else's gain, and in  
this case it's Notre Dame's.”
“Needn’t be downcast, Forecast," 
commented W. M. “I ’m not taking 
the weather with me. As a parting 
token, I'm predicting a bright and 
rfear career for each and every 
graduate.”
Grin and Bear It B y  L ic h f f y
"Hon. Spy report U. S. citizens in terror, as they warned of impending 
earthquakes, disasters; both political parties predict huge landslides and 
avalanches next month!’*
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Four-Sided Discussion 
Reveals Campus Thought
A Four-sided Conversation which 
might easily, but didn’t, hav'e taken 
place in the Back Room of a Well- 
known Place.
Pruthie: . . . .  Four Whrysten 
Specials. Mary . . .  it looks like 
there's going to be talk. . . .
Frischer: . . . there'll be talk, if 
the Dean hears about it. . .
H o d d s i e: , . . . pretty nearly 
everything is talked about but what 
mutters. . .
The Major: . . . Ah. the Whrys­
ten Specials!
Hoddsie: . . .  to think that a col­
lege president invented. . .
Pruthie: . . .  he didn’t invent it, 
he prevented it, he was fond of 
water. . . .
Frischer: . . . yea. he had a com­
plex jibout Milwaukee’s getting to 
be famous the way it did. . .
A Vanishing Professor: . . maybe 
he thought that students should 
thirst only for knowledge. . . .
Frischer: . . knowledge is som e­
times like pretzels . . . there's an 
art to teaching which can't be 
learned. . . .
Horidsie: . . don't use the word, 
art, so litosely. Fancy . . . .  remem­
ber, Art, as a trustee defines it, is 
the past, parading as the present, 
projecting itself into the future as 
fur as, visibility iiennitting. the 
mind's eye can reach. . . .
I»iuthi**: . . . sometimes it's a 
mote that we have in our mind’s 
eye und sometimes it's a beam. . .
The Itinerant Draftsman: . . steel 
hr am, wood beam, or sunbeam; cast, 
precast or downcast; when Solomon 
built the Temple he cut down the 
cedars of Lebanon and made it so- 
mttny cupids this way and so-irany 
cupids that way. and . .
Frisch: . . .  it was just like Solo­
mon to measure everything in 
terms of cupids . . . .  wine (another 
Whrysten, please. Mary», women, 
concubines, and song was all he 
thought about . „ . . but what beau­
tiful song! . . .  if he actually wrote 
that . . . the cupids didn't hold up 
his Temple very long but they put 
joy in our hearts forever. . . .
Pruthie: . . . joy in our hearts. 
. . . now you're slopping over. Fan­
cy . . . .  too many Whrystens. . . 
don’t you know that the. Adminis­
tration pays a bounty on the skin 
of every hearty laugh . . . but it 
does subsidize the equinoctial 
«mile . . . .  you know, half sunlight 
and half shadow . . . .  arid econo­
mizes with the two-fingered hand­
shake . . . the oher three fingers 
represent reluctance, reservation 
and suspicion. . . .
A Pal of the Dean: . . .  if it came 
to a text . . . but it can't come to a 
test, after all . . . it should come to 
a fold, like the testing bureau . . . 
it's a shame, considering all the 
hard work and thought that Mr. 
Volts put into it that he shouldn't 
get more credit. . . .
Pruthie: . . . are you speaking of 
academic credits, those pedagogic 
Vitamins that cause the red cor­
puscles of the spirit to propagate 
and propagate . . .  or credits of a 
balanced-budgetary nature. . . .
Hoddsie: . . . Money, you mean? 
. . . let’s talk about art. . . .
Frischer: . . . we're talked about 
art, let's talk about money .. . . 
shall we start with (lenities and 
build up at all costs into dollars, 
the good old-fashioned kind soiled 
by passing thru many hands but 
noi by the milk of human kindness. 
. . .  or shall we start with dollars 
and very stealthily . . . careful 
now, careful! . . . work our way 
down to pennies . , . no, a penny. 
. . .  if they minted mills. . . . 
i Hoddsie: . . .  do they make pep­
permints in minted mills? 
i Pruthie: . . . no, there’s only pa­
per mills, the College is a paper 
mill . . . .  it sounds good on |>aper 
and wonderful in print . . . .  take 
the Lawrence Alumnus, for in ­
stance, it's made of pulp both lit­
erally tmind you. not “literarily”) 
and figuratively . . . shaking of 
figures. . . .
Hoddsie: . . . .  let's talk about 
art. . . .
An Admirer of the Ancient 
Mariner: . . . alright . . . now, out 
in Oregon. . . .
Frischer: . . . let's stick to tbe 
middle-west . . . .  how about Frank 
Lloyd W right. . . .  I understand he 
almost conferred a degree on L aw  
renge college. . . .
Pruthie: . . .  oh, no, it flunked 
out and went on conferring de­
grees on others. . . .
Hoddsie: . . .  if it's a matter of 
degrees, I don’t really think that 
these Whrystens degree with me. 
. . .  I like to talk about art. but. . .
Frischer: . . . yea. let's talk about 
the curfew and talk about going. 
. . . the copy’s got to get in or the 
yellow sheet won’t get out 
let's cut it short . . . .  let’s just 
stop . . . .  like this! . , . ,
Green Room 
Gossip
The Lawrence College theater has 
been active this term under the 
ca|>able guidance of acting director 
Lawrence < Larry) Voss. Outstand­
ing production of the term was the 
three-act play given in Chapel— 
Lennox Robinson's “Whiteheaded 
Boy.” Sunset Players sponsored the 
one-act plays given in the Little 
Theater, three of them under stu­
dent direction. Pat Geraldson di­
rected "Suppressed Desires." Jim  
Primley and Chuck Cook co-direct- 
ed Warren Beck's “Fancy's Knell,” 
and the play “Overtones” was co­
directed by its cast—Mardi Bryant, 
Fran Brocker. Gordy Harmann. and 
Maggie Rogers. Eugene O ’Niel's 
“In the Zone” was directed by Lar­





or« on investment in 
imort oppeoronce and 
worm comfort. They 
com« in  s e v e r a l  




To Apply Facts, 
But to No Avail
Decided about a week ago that I 
should start applying the things 
I ’m learning in college. Why should 
I wait until I'm through the four 
years to begin putting commas in 
the right places when I write let­
ters?
With this application theory in 
mind. I kept track of where my 
money goes, in the best accounting 
form, for one week. I thought a bal­
ance sheet was the proper thing, 









Money I owe Betty .50
Dues Payable 4.00
Total liabilities 7.50
I don’t know why, but it just 
doesn’t balance.
Cultural anthropology was on my 
list to be used constructively also. 
We’ve been learning w'ho has what 
kind of head. nose, and so on. I de­
cided to figure out if all the people 
on campus are really members of 
the Caucassoid (white, to you un­
educated people) race. When ! saw 
one of my professors in the Union, 
I sat down on the other side of the 
room and began analyzing his fea­
tures. Was it my fault he thought I 
was swearing at him as I sat there 
mumbling “brachycephalic; marked 
prognathism; no cordic fold; supra­
orbital brow ridges’’ to myself?
Next I took up practical psychol- 
ogy. Remembering that irradiation 
arises from studying too much, I 
decided to ignore econ completely 
for a week before the exam. I did, 
but I had irradiation anyway.
Speaking of econ, I tried that, 
too. The law of supply and demand 
states that when the demand is 
greater than the supply—the price 
goes up. I was at the Union one af­
ternoon when they got down to 
their last bottle of coke. Six people 
wanted that coke, but the price 
didn’t go up. The biggest buyer got 
it finally for one jitney when the 
smallest one had offered to pay 
two bits at the beginning of the 
struggle.
vocation program with “Over­
tones."
Sunset Players initiated six new 
members this term. The lowering of 
points for Navy men permitted 
them to initiate two Navy members. 
A curtain was purchased for the 
Little Theater by the organization 
and several new properties made 
and purchased.
The Lawrence College theater 
program this semester has been 
very successful. Bigger and better 
productions are planned for the 
coming term.
STATIONERY 
36c to $1.60 
Zipper Ring Rooks
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214 E. College Ave.
Navy Leaves 
Ormsby Hall
With enough confusion to re­
semble the real thing, the V-12 unit 
“abandoned .h ip” on Thursday 
morning, leaving faithful Ormsby 
Hall, their home for the past 16 
months, to the incoming Freshmen 
women. With Chiefs Hovland and 
Busier and Petty Officer Mann 
shouting commands, the trainees 
moved furniture, shifted their per­
sonal property from Ormsby to 
Brokaw or Quad II, and busied 
themselves scrubbing out the long- 
forgotten corners in order to make 
a good impression on the fair sex 
when they take over in the Navy 
quarters.
The head details were w’ay ahead 
of schedule with their program, 
and work was hardly under way 
when a sign appeared on the door 
on the third deck reading. “SE­
CURED. Run to Brokaw.” And so, 
in the hustle and bustle which pre­
vailed, every time someone wanted 
to get a pan of water or dampen 
a cloth, it was necessary to go down 
three flights of stairs, cross the 
bridge and follow the same routine 
on the way back.
By 1030 the rooms were in tip­
top shape, with closets empty, fur­
niture dusted and the floors spot­
less. With all preparations com­
pleted. and each room and passage­
way approved by the Chief in 
charge, the Navy said farewell to 
Ormsby Hall. Few tears fell, but 
many of us will remember the 
spagetti feeds, the football games 
in the hallways and those lovely 
midnight marches.
Thank You
Puthie, Hobbsie and Crow, I 
would so much like to know. . .oh, 
tf I just only knew what I could 
say or could do to thank you In 
two’s or in three’s, or singly or 
doubly or thrice, for being so aw­
fully nice, for being so terribly 
snVet, as to give me the use of 
your sheet, and for running so live­
ly a Journal............... Goodbye and
sood luck from the Colonel. . . .
An investment in war bonds and 
stamps is an investment in your 




The final meeting of the Sunset 
Players for the summer semester 
was held Sunday afternoon in the 
living room of the Phi Kappa Tan 
house. A simple farewell to the 
Senior members and the one out­
going Navy man was the theme of 
♦he meeting called to order by 
President Mardi Bryant. A short 
business meeting preceded the in­
formal afternoon in which a roster 
of officers was presented by the 
Senior members to those members 
remaining for the fall. term.
Heading the list of officers was 
Jim  Primley, second semester Navy 
man, to succeed Mardi Bryant a* 
President of the Players. Shirley 
Foresman was nominated Vice- 
nresident with Bonnie Johnson 
and Bob Herold filling the role* 
cf co-publicity chairmen. Arm 
Mitchel was nominated Secretary- 
Treasurer of the group.
High point of the business meet­
ing was a short address by Law­
rence Voss, acting director of the 
Lawrence College Theater, in 
which he especially commended 
cutgoing Seniors, Frances Russell 
and Jean Watson, for the work they 
have done with the theater while 
attending Lawrence. Mr. Voss went 
on to give the outline of a produc­
tion schedule for the next term. 
Two radio plays, two out-of-town 
productions, a Convocation date, 
and a three-act play will fill Sun­
set’s program for next semester: 
In closing, Mr. Voss thanked the 
Senior members for splendid co­
operation and work well done.
Following the business meeting, 
the initiates of this term presented 
a skit as their initiation chore. The 
script was read by Jim  Primley 
and the pantomime skillfully exe­
cuted by Chuck Cook, the outgoing 
Navy man, Pat Geraldson, Bonnie 
Johnson, and Kay Murray.
The meeting ended with refresh­
ments and a general farewell to 
outgoing Players. The outgoing 
Seniors are Mardi Bryant, Ed Nye, 
Carole Witthuhn, Phyllis Herold, 
Bill Wilke, Chuck Cook, Maggio 
Rogers. Pat Geraldson, Kay Mur« 











And Best of Luck
SNIDER'S
I
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BY DAVE BROOKER
Experience told the story down at the Marquette stadium. Playing 
under the lights for the first time, playing against big time competition 
for the first time, and playing with a squad consisting of many first year 
men, Lawrence just wasn’t any match for the big, powerful Marquette 
aggregation they were called upon to face. Not even the staunchest of 
the Vike supporters hoped for a win, but they did want to see the Law­
rence "11” hold the score down. When Bandy intercepted two passes 
early in the game, it looked like it might be a close ball game, but when 
Copoulos went through for 43 yards and a touchdown a few minutes 
later, everyone knew that Marquette wasn't going to encounter any 
trouble.
The Vikes played good football and looked okay on defense as long 
as Marquette didn’t try anything tricky, but they just couldn't catch on 
to those reverses and fakes until it was too late. Marquette, with its 
abundance of fast backs, reeled off thirteen plays in which they made li> 
yards or more!
Undoubtedly the added experience which the Vikes pickcd up in the 
Marquette contest will help them when they meet St. Thomas in their 
return match tomorrow. St. Thomas barely eked out a 6-0 win at Whit­
ing Field a few weeks ago, and they'll be lucky to repeat that win to­
morrow. The Vike passing attack has shown definite improvement in 
the last few weeks, and with Bandy, Barrington, Bartosic and Messer 
all ready and able to carry the ball, the Vikings are sure to make a great 
battle of it. Whoever wins that game at the Twin Cities will have to 
cross that goal line more than once.
• • *
Bartosic is the most improved player on the Vike squad. Dean has 
really looked good in the last couple of games, showing terrific drive 
in those plunges through the line. In addition to playing a nice game 
on defense, Bart averaged 4 yards per try in 11 attempts against Mar­
quette . . . Bandy's 12 yard run around right end in the first period was 
the longest run registered by Lawrence . . . Drew took an awful lot of 
rough treatment, but kept coming back for more, and once again, was 
outstanding on defense . . . Marquette's tries for the point after touch­
down were very erratic. Some of the kicks didn’t go more than 3 feet 
in the air. The lack of good kicking was directly responsible for their 
loss to the 2nd Air Force last Sunday, when they were defeated 13-12 
. . . Only once before in the Marquette-Lawrence rivalry has either team 
defeated the other so decisively. In 1919, Marquette swamped the Vikes 
53-0 . . . Wesolek shone as a pass receiver. Wes caught three of the four 
Vike passes completed . . . Both the singles and doubles tournaments in 
ping-pong staged in Ormsby Hall drew a good deal of interest, and 
brought some pretty handy pla>ers out into the open . . . Basketball work 
will begin in earnest after the semester leave, with several games sche­
duled for the latter part of November . . . The Terns, whose accomplish­
ments on the softball diamond are well known to Lawrentians, are or­
ganizing a basketball team and will be coached by John Mann, No de- 
finite schedule has been worked out as yet, but games will probably be 
arranged with teams from the Industrial League.
• • •
We got five out of six predictions right last week, to bring our total 
up to 13 correct out of 18 attempts for a .722 percentage. Purdue sur­
prised us last time w’hen they lost to Iowa Pre-Flight. In case you're 
betting any money, better put it on these teams:
We’re going out on the limb here, but watch 
Buddy Young. He’s after Red Grange's record.
Marquette has a tough schedule, and this isn t 
one of the easy spots in it.
Purdue is still undefeated in league competi­
tion. Michigan could make it very interesting 
for them.
Jug Girard will star again, but he alone can't 
beat the sailors, smarting after their loss last 
week.
Iowa won’t offer the Hoosiers too much 
trouble. Indiana didn't look too good last week, 
but they’ll still have plenty to take this one.
. The power laden Buckeyes are headed for an 
undefeated season.
VIKING ENDS— Pictured above ore the two ends who hove ployed such outstanding foot­
ball for Lawrence this season. John Drew, left, is from Grosse Pointe, Michigan, and Earl 














Janet W. Owen, who graduated 
from Lawrence college in 1939, has 
arrived in England to serve the 
armed forces as an American Red 
Cross staff assistant. Before her 
Red Cross appointment, Mrs. Owen 
was employed by the Ralph E.
Mills Company in San Jose, Costa 
Rica, and previously was with the 
Chicago Title and Trust company, 
Chicago. She received an M. A. 
from Northwestern university in 
1940.
Whenever Navy men get down­
hearted, they just think of next se­
mester and its woman-man ratio.
INVEST IN WAR BONDS
Vikes to Play 
St. Thomas 
Sat. Afternoon
Travel to St. Paul 
To Meet "Tommies" 
For Second Time
The Lawrence college football 
team will play their last game of 
the season against St. Thomas col 
lege at St. Paul on Saturday af­
ternoon. A former clash of these 
two teams ended in a 6 to 0 score 
in favhr of the ‘Tommies,” but 
this time the Vikings are quite con­
fident of reversing the outcome. 
Lawrence scored once in this game, 
but the ball was called back be­
cause of a five yard penalty. St. 
Thomas scored in the last live sec­
onds as a result of a short pass 
into the end zone.
The Vikings have had little prac­
tice since the Marquette game, 
oecause of final exam week. Coach 
Heselton has called a practice for 
Wednesday and Thursday afternoon 
in hopes of preparing the Vikings 
lor a tough battle Saturday after­
noon.
St. Thomas has the distinction of 
being one of the few unbeaten 
teams in the nation this year. They 
will be out to keep this good record 
when they meet the Lawrence Vik­
ings this week.
The Vikes will be in the best phy­
sical shape this season, unless in­
juries are received in the next two 
¡■ractices. Lawrence will have the 
services of Mitchell, 205 pound
tackle who played with a navy ser­
vice team in Honoluiu last summer. 
This will bolster the line consider­
ably and give some relief for Mel 
Joiy and Chief Polasky, our regular 
tackles. Fricker and Drew will still 
be at the ends. Les Zick, Moe Grady 
and George Zoch will handle the 
guard positions, while “Tennesee" 
Abernathy will be at the pivot spot. 
In the backfield Jim  Slrohm, Larry 
Clack, Dean Bartosic, Joe Messer, 
.\l Bandy and Bo Barrington will 
alternate. Coach Hesselton has not 
yet named the captain for the St. 
Thomas game.
The team will leave for St. Paul 
Friday morning. After the game 
with St. Thomas the fellows will 
go home on leave for a well de­
served rest.
This game should be one of the 
best this year. St. Thomas and Law­
rence are very evenly matched as 
can be seen from the score of the 
last game. Lawrence now has a 500 
average with two wins and two 
losses. A win this Saturday would 




The start of the new semester 
will see the efforts of the alhleti? 
department centered on basketball 
and the coming cage season. Foot­
ball has held the limelight for th« 
past few weeks, with the line coach­
ing duties of Coach Hamman keep­
ing him pretty well occupied with 
the grid sport and leaving very 
little time for basketball.
Starting on November 2, the var­
sity squad will work out recularly 
in preparation for a tough schedule 
which will begin in the middle of 
November and continue through 
the winter months. Hamman had 
more than 35 men to work with at 
the early practices and several 
more promising players will be 
available with the completion of 
the football season.
In addition to the varsity basket­
ball squad, the Terns have organiz­
ed a team and will probably com­
pete in the Industrial League. John 
Mann, V-12 specialist, will roach 
the Terms in their cage efforts.
Sincere thanks for patronage 
during past years
E. W. SHANNON
Office &  School Supplies
300 E. College Ave.
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May Your Memories of 
Lawrence College and 
Appleton Be Very 
Pleasant
Heckert Shoe Co.
Have a “ Coke”  =  Eat, drink and enjoy yourself
. . .  or adding refreshment to a backyard barbecue
Plenty of ice-cold Coca-Cola helps make any barbecue a success. 
Have plenty of “Coke” ice-cold and ready to drink. When you shop, 
remember to ask for Coca-Cola. Evexywbere, Coca-Cola stands for 
the pmuu that refrtibei,—bas bccornc a bigh-sigo of hospitality in 
the American home.
BOTTIED UNO» AUTHOMTY Of TNI COCA-COlA COMPANY IV
MILWAUKEE COCA-COLA BOTTLING COMPANY
. •  1*44 T»m C-C Cm.
SCHLAFER'S
Friday, October 27, 1944
All Star Girls Team
Wt. Ht.
L. E.—Mary Mervin 160 6' 4”
L. T.—Katie Rail 165 5' 6”
L. G.—Betty Snorf 120 5' 2''
Center—Monster 150 5' 10''
R. G.—Mary Haugen 130 5' 7”
R. T.—Marilyn Edwards 120 5' 7”
R. E.—Nancy Saborne 170 6'
Q. B.—Millie Derse 120 5'7-
L. H — Marty Ritter 120 5' 5'*
R. H.—Gordy Harmann 115 5' 7”
F. B.—Gay Altenhofen 175 6'
Coach—Doc Dewey 
Water Boy—Margo Wood 
Trainer—Jerome Schuller 
Doctor—Joe Griffiths
and Mead-Barlow in that great 
match. The Mead-Barlow combine 
had previously won over Spellman- 
Wesolek and Cover-Lange.
In the loser’s bracket, Karkow* 
Nelson beat Brooker-Percival, but 
then lost to Koch-Emanuel, which 
had previously trounced Kling- 
Johnson. McGaha-Thatcher ad­
vanced to the semi-finals by whip­
ping Dudley-Gunderson and the 
Nimmer-Van Goethem combination, 
which had won over Oleson-Erd« 
man. McGaha-Thatcher won three 
out of four from Karkow-Nelson to 
earn the right to meet Alber-Griffin 
in the finals.
The tournament was under the 
direction of Chief Hovland.
For a long life be moderate in all 




Win Ping Pong 
Doubles Title
Mike Alber and Jerald Griffin 
joined forces to cop the doubles ti­
tle In the ping pong tournament 
held recently in the Ormsby recre­
ation room. Griffin also won the 
singles title a few weeks ago.
The Griffin-Alber combination 
downed the McGaha-Thatcher team, 
winner of the lower bracket, 4 
games to 1.
Probably the most thrilling match 
of the tournament was staged on 
Wednesday evening when Barlow 
and Mead put up a great fight 
against Alber-Griffin before they 
were finally downed in the semi­
finals. In the best three out of five 
series, Barlow-Mead won the first 
game 21-16. The second game was 
forced to go into the 20's before 
Griffin-Alber pulled it out of the 
fire. The next two matches were 
both very close, with the result in 
question right down to the last play. 
The Alber-Griffin team copping 
both contests 21-19.
All?er-Griffin beat Clark-Barring- 
ton in the second round in the up­
per bracket before advancing to the 
finals by downing Landeck-Luedke
THOROUGHBRED
CLASSICS
Invest in a thoroughbred Sportleigh Classic—2 
styled and tailored to "take it" . . yet smart 
enough to wear everywhere with everything.
Pictured is a Sportleigh Classic Polo Coat Ir» 
the Boy's Coat Model.
— Second Floor —




Fails to Compensate 
For Size, Experience
A gallant Lawrence gridiron 
Squad took the field against a big­
ger, more experienced Marquette 
aggregation on October 14 at the 
Marquette stadium in Milwaukee, 
but power told the story, and before 
the final gun had sounded, the Gold­
en Avalanche had bowled over the 
Vikings and scored a resounding 
45-0 victory.
Marquette, a top heavy favorite 
before the game, scored practically 
a will against the smaller Vike 
team. After suffering three succes­
sive defeats against bigger, better 
opponents, Marquette snagged its 
iirst win of the season by conquer­
ing Heselton’s boys.
The Vikings were not outfought. 
The boys had plenty of drive and 
Spirit, and even as the score soared 
into the 30’s, they played good foot­
ball and gave the crowd a nice 
Show. At the start of the game it 
looked as though the Vikes were go­
ing to give the Hilltoppers a fight 
for their money, but after Copou- 
ius had slipped away twice, it was 
quite apparent that the Lawrence 
Squad was hopelessly outmanned. 
Marquette coach Tom Stidham sub­
stituted frequently after the first 
period and many of the opponents 
Saw action for the first time.
Johnny Rudan, highly touted 
Marquette halfback, was injured 
on the first play of the game when 
he was tackled by Clark for a four 
yard loss and failed to appear in the 
rest of the contest.
Thu Viking squad came through 
tho game in good shape, with no 
serious injuries. The fine condition 
of the Lawrence squad was appar­
ent throughout the game, when the 
boys stood up under the gruelling 
drive shown by the Hilltoppers, 
Who were able to substitute fresh 
men at frequent intervals.
Statistics
Marq. Law.
First Downs 21 •
Yds. by rushing 33ft SH
Yds. by pac ing 182 3«
Forward passes attempted 2* 11
Passes completed 10 4
Passe» Intercepted by t a
Fumbles s i
Opponents fumbles recovered t 0
Penalties 60 30
Puntili« Average 33.5 29.3
Polasky’s kickoff was taken on
the ten by Copoulos and returned 
to the 35. Rudan was dropped by 
Clark on the 31. The Marquette star 
Was Injured on the play and left 
the game. Bonka flipped a pass to 
Quinsey for a first down on the 45. 
After two tries through the line 
had netted only a yard, Benka's pass 
Was intercepted by Bandy on the 
Marquette 46 yard line.
Bandy was stopped by Kerbs for
So gain and then Bartosic picked up yards through the middle, only to 
have the gain nullified by an off 
Side penalty. Abell quick-kicked 
down near the Marquette goal line,
Wins From 
45-0 Score
but Lawrence downed the ball and 
it was brought out to the 20.
After Abernathy had knocked 
down Benka's pass, the Marquette 
halfback tried again, and once more 
Bandy intercepted on the Hilltop- 
per's 34. Bartosic drove through the 
line for 8 yards, but two tries by 
Bandy were stopped at the line of 
scrimmage and a fourth down pass 
was incomplete, Marquette taking 
over on their own 25 yard stripe.
Copoulos Scores
Two line plunges netted 5 yards 
before Benka flipped a pass to 
Quinsey on the Lawrence 45. Tiek 
was tackled by Folasky after gain­
ing a yard. Marquette pulled a dou­
ble reverse and Copoulos went all 
the way for the first score of the 
game. The kick was no good.
Bandy returned the kick-off to his 
own 23 yard mark, and on the next 
play picked up 12 yards for the first 
first down for Lawrence. Three tries 
netted only 1 yard and Abell punt­
ed out of bounds on the Marquette 
36.
Tiek and Benka made a first 
down on the Hilltopper’s 47 in two 
plays, before the Marquette fu ll­
back got away for 31 yards. He was 
knocked out of bounds with a vi­
cious block by Larry Clark on the 
Vike 16. On the next play, Mar­
quette pulled that same double re­
verse and once more Copoulos went 
over the goal. Mochalski's kick 
made the score 13-0.
Barrington and Bartosic gave the 
Vikes a first down before they were 
forced to punt. Lawrence got the 
ball again after Marquette had fail­
ed to gain, but Benka intercepted 
Barrington’s pass on the Marquette 
41. Benka passed to Krueger on the 
Lawrence 34 for a first down. Two 
more passes were incomplete before 
Sauceda snagged Benka's toss on the 
15 and galloped over for the score. 
Sauceda added the extra point.
The ball exchanged hands several 
times, with neither team doing much 
with it until Marquette got Abell's 
punt on their own 38 with about 4 
minutes left in the half. Tiek picked 
up 14 and 12 yards in two successive 
runs. Zych stopped the next two 
tries through the line for no gain, 
and Lawrence took over on the 34 
when two passes were incomplete. 
Bandy picked up three yards, but 
an off-side penalty on the next play 
moved the ball back to the 32. Ban­
dy’s pass was intercepted by Gan­
non, who twisted away from several 
tacklers and crossed the goal stand­
ing up, to make the score 26-0 for 
Marquette at half time.
New Backfleld
Marquette started the second half 
with a new backfield, which 
promptly picked up three first 
downs on the ground and made the 
score 32-0 when Krueger went over 
from the 15.
Bandy connected with a couple of 
passes to Wesolek, before the Vikes 
were forced to yield the ball on 
downs on the Hilltopper 20 yard 
line. The victors immediately took
Faculty Team (All Star)
Left End—Doc Kepler 
Left Tackle—Gerhard Willeche 
Left Guard—Battling Bober 
Center—Griffiths 
Right Guard—Doc Baker 
Right Tackle—Don DuShane 
Right End—Hulbert 
Quarterback—McConagha 
Left Half—Miss Wiegand 
Right Half—Jack Fumal 
Fullback—Howie Dearstynt. 
Coach—Bill Raney
to the air, and with the aid of a pen­
alty on a punt, were able to march 
down the field for five first downs 
and another tally. Glasener’s kick 
was good, bringing the score to 39-0.
Lawrence couldn't get going and 
was forced to punt, Sauceda return­
ing the ball to the 49. John Alcock,
17 year old reserve half back, came 
into his first game for the Mar­
quette team and promptly made 52 
yards in four tries, to set up the 
final touchdown.
In the closing minutes, the Mar­
quette kickoff was blocked by a 
Lawrence man and Sauceda recov­
ered to give the Hilltoppers posses­
sion. The winners final drive was 
stalled on the Vike 15, and Law­
rence took over. The Vikes had mov­
ed the ball up to the 35, where We­
solek snagged Barrington's pass just 














Lawrence substitutions — Abell, 
Barrington. Paulson, Messer. Blatz, 
DeYoung. Zoch. Luedtke, Reichardt, 
Wallace. Wesolek.
Marquette 13 13 6 13
Lawrence 0 0 0 0
Referee—Lloyd Larson: Umpire— 
Dallas Marvel; Field Judge—Bern­
ard Darling; Head Linesman—Mar­
shall Klevenow.
An English lady, self-appointed 
supervisor of village morals, ac­
cused a workman of having revert­
ed to drink because “with her own 
eyes” she had seen his wheelbar­
row standing outside a public 
house.
The accused man made no verbal 
defense, but the same evening he 
placed his wheelbarrow outside her 
door and left it there all night.
The Countryman
That crap game In the head kept 
me awake all last night. And beside 
ihat, I  lost $10.







Sweaters of all virgin wool, 
in long sleeved slipovers and 
matching cardigans. Colors 
ore Lady Blue, Lady Pink, 




A complete stock of heads, cords, points, etc. 
for most oil popular shavers carried in stock 
ot oil times!
Naturally you want to keep your 
precious electric razor fit, because 
no new ones are being made . . .
Why not bring it in to Schlafer's, 
where shaver repair experts will 
keep your shaver in tip top run­
ning condition . . . Quick, efficient 
factory job.
BRING YOUR SHAVER 




cating, adjusting and 
aligning.
